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	Text Field 1: 'Who needs to learn Latin? It's a dead language!'The reality is, Latin is far from 'dead' - in fact, you're using elements of Latin every day, probably without even realizing it. (Over 15 words in this summary come from Latin - can you deduce which  ones they are?) From drama to law, literature to geography, there is something in this course to interest everyone. If you enjoy puzzle-solving, learning about other cultures and would like to simultaneously improve your reading/writing skills in English, this is the course for you. Carpe diem!
	Text Field 2: Term 1 - Roman Life.Meet Lucius Caecilius Iucundus who was born in 14 AD and lived with his family in the city of Pompeii. This term will focus on an introduction to the Latin language and an exploration of daily life for the Romans around 2000 years ago. Term 2 - Gladiators.This term, you will be developing your knowledge of the Latin language whilst learning about one of the most gruesome yet popular forms of public entertainment - gladiator fights. Through this topic, we will also explore the darker side of the Roman Empire, in particular conflict and slavery.Term 3 - Myths and Legends.Find out all about the gods and goddesses who the Romans believed had ultimate control over their fate. During this topic, we will also be exploring the vibrant literature of famous writers such as Ovid and Virgil. By this point, you will have developed the language skills to translate some of their work from Latin to English yourself!
	Text Field 3: Portfolio
	Text Field 4: Trip to the British MuseumTrip to St. AlbansEnd of year trip to Bath to visit the Roman baths 
	Text Field 5: Cambridge Latin Course Book 1 - Cambridge Univer sity PressMetamorphoses by OvidThe Aeneid by VirgilTelling Tales in Latin by Lorna Robinson
	Text Field 6: Vocabulary acquisitionReading and writing skillsGrammar skillsHistorical/cultural understanding
	Text Field 7: Problem solvingCommunicationTeam workGlobal awarenessResiliencePerseveranceCuriosity
	Text Field 8: Modern Foreign Languages (French, Spanish, Italian, Romanian and Portuguese)English LiteratureEnglish LanguageHistoryReligious StudiesClassicsDrama
	Text Field 9: LawJournalismArchaeologyMuseum curationTranslatingBusinessMedicineActing - TV/Film and Theatre 
	Subject: Latin


